
- Taking too long to return requested items 
from loan officer – pay stubs, tax returns, 
drivers license, etc.

Our goal is to close all of our loans in 30 days or less, but there are many reasons why a real 
estate closing can be delayed or even worse, cancelled. Since there are so many parties 

involved in a successful real estate transaction, it should be understandable that delays can 
happen, but why? Below you will find the top 10 reasons why a real estate closing is 

delayed. If you prepare your client ahead of time for the possibilities, the less surprised 
they’ll be if one of these occurs.

Slow to submit
requested docs to lender

- By not quickly e-signing authorization forms 
up front, everything gets delayed.

Not signing
e-consent up front

- You snooze, you lose! (time, that is).

Delay in signing
initial loan disclosures

- Make sure lender is not brokering, or time 
will need to be added to transaction.

Processing and 
underwriting

not done in house
- Not quickly ordering your home inspection 
causes delay #6…

Not quickly doing
a home inspection

- Once ordered, appraisals can take a week 
or more to come back.

Not quickly
ordering an appraisal

Not getting insurance Not giving lender
and title agent all

the addendums
 along the way

Borrower and/or seller
not expediting requests

Preliminary
CD not signed

- Executed Proof of Insurance coverage from 
the borrower’s Insurance Agency on subject 
property has not been received.

At VanDyk Mortgage, we do our best to 
ensure that none of the common delays 

happen to you or your clients!
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